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My work deals with objects that we experience through touch as a way to 
address the impact of mediation on our experience of the everyday. As subject matter, 
touch screens, tablets, and printed matter are a way to focus on aspects of material 
communication that becomes invisible by force of habit. As such, my work is related to 
still life painting, whose subject is both the objects that elude normal attention and the 
technology of painting as both picture window and material threshold. 
I have always been interested in the picture plane as the articulation of a surface 
that belongs to both image and object. Growing up with limited access to art, it was a 
formative experience for me to realize that paintings are material things, conditional on 
the specific physical parameters of their making. I continue to be fascinated by the 
physicality of painting, where painted marks function as a kind of record, and the 
conventions that give rise to the heightened receptivity of the picture plane. 
The question became one of conditioning: how am I conditioned to experience 
certain painted surfaces as paintings, and what does this conditioning say about how I 
experience other surfaces? This essay will discuss the relationship between still life 
painting, the monochrome, and relief sculpture as examples of image-objects whose 







2. Still life painting  
“Objects invite us through their tactual properties to behave in a specific way, which in 
turn makes us feel in a specific way about ourselves” – Marieke Sonneveld1 
 
The quality of nearness that I associate with still life painting has its basis in the 
genre’s focus on everyday objects. These inanimate objects are typically shown on 
tabletops in shallow spaces devoid of explicit human presence. While history painting is 
constructed around narrative; still life is the world minus grand human narratives. By 
positioning itself at a level of material existence where nothing exceptional happens; still 
life shifts the emphasis from Megalography, the depiction of those things in the world 
which are great, to Rhopography, the depiction of those things which lack importance, 
or the unassuming material base of life that ‘importance’ constantly overlooks. (Bryson, 
61) As such, still life paintings asks us to slow down in order to reflect on everyday 
material culture, focusing on the implied, the overlooked, and what lies just under the 
surface of the objects we value and the human experience they reflect. 
Still life can be a celebration of material pleasures or a warning of the 
ephemerality of these pleasures and of the brevity of human life. In both cases, still life 
painting is about time and the focusing of attention. When I look at a still life painting, I 
think less about what the artist has decided to show me; and more about how the artist 
has directed his attention to the objects at hand.  
                                                        




In “Looking at the Overlooked”, Norman Bryson foregrounds still life’s emphasis 
on the haptic, describing it as the great anti-Albertian genre. Painters working in the 
tradition of still life demonstrate a distinct disinclination to portray the world beyond the 
far edge of the table; and in doing so, oppose the idea of the canvas as a window onto 
the world. Instead the table, what is at hand, daily life, what is here, IS the world.  
According to Bryson, “That further zone beyond the table’s edge must be 
suppressed if still life is to create its principal spatial value: nearness” (71). On paintings 
dealing primarily with objects that show evidence of handling, he adds: 
As a result, it is a space that is full of the idea of gravity, a sort of 
Einstenian field in which distance and mass intersect. The eye not only 
reads for contour and volume, it weighs things: here the instruments are 
the muscles of the arm and hand. And the eye also registers the textures 
of things as part of their being, inseparable from their weight: the relative 
roughness of earthenware, the fell of a glaze, the hardness and coolness 
of metal; here the sensing instruments are the fingertips (71) 
 
Beyond the virtuosity of its surface affects, still life painting uses the investment 
of time and attention as a way to draw the viewer in for an intimate experience with 
form. The downward looking quality of still life is also inward-looking, reflecting the 
desire to spend time with “the material base of life that ‘importance’ constantly 
overlooks” (61). In this contemplative space, the painting becomes a record of time 
spent. As a result, the painting encourages the viewer to discover intensities and 
subtleties normally ascribed to things of great worth.  
The shallow depth of still life gives the viewer just enough room to enter the 
picture, while its interior architecture echoes the very threshold that keeps us out. We 
never forget the constructed nature of what we are being shown. The flattening of space 
in still life painting has the effect of creating a type of space that exists only inside the 
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painting. In other words, its spatial coordinates are not the three dimensions that make 
up the known world, but the two dimensions of the painting’s surface.  
 
3. The monochrome 
“My perception was that if a painting were reduced far enough, down to its 
basic identity as a painting, the painting would become so self-referential that it would 
have nowhere to go except to implode and refer back to its position in a system 
of other kinds of objects that aren't paintings” – Allan McCollum2 
 
Still life’s potential for creating a purely aesthetic space, in tandem with its 
emphasis on the formal qualities of the familiar, connect it to later reductive tendencies 
in abstract art. One trend in abstraction saw painting being reduced to an indefinite 
exploration of “the limiting conditions with which a picture must comply to be 
experienced as a picture” (Greenberg, 106).  Surprisingly, this led a majority of artists 
not further into painting, but out of the medium and into an in-between space of either 
not painting and not sculpture or both painting and sculpture.  This resulted in a kind of 
art that could be seen in a new way relative to the world of objects. Some of the 
impulses of modernism resulted in paintings so shallow, or anti-spatial, that they 
themselves became close to resembling every day objects. 
 
                                                        




The resulting tendency, monochrome painting, can be thought of as either 
spiritual pure, as in the work of Yves Klein, or reflecting the basic, purely physical 
qualities for the sake of simplicity. Speaking to the two-in-one conundrum of the 
monochrome, Rosalind Krauss writes in “On Frontality” that  
In looking at a blank canvas, one can either see its flatness (by identifying 
its flatness as the surface of an object, impenetrable and unyielding like 
the surface of any object), or one can see its nascent space… the 
apparent opening up of an infinitely penetrable depth behind the 
surface…The blank canvas’ either/or is like the either/or of a gestalt 
puzzle: one sees it now as a rabbit or now as a duck; it is impossible to 
see it as both at the same time (41) 
 
The monochrome is at once a highly rarified picture, a development of image 
conventions over the last 500 years, and at the same time materially present as an 
“arbitrary object” in the world of other objects of material culture. This simultaneity 
challenges us to see in many ways at once in a manner that recalls the everyday 
transcendence of still life. Parallels exist between still life, a tradition in painting that 
adjusts our way of seeing the world by focusing on everyday objects that shape 
perception, and the monochrome, which prompts us to see the everyday quality of 
paintings.  
The relationship between the virtual space of an image, which I encountered in 
disembodied form through reproduction, and the body of the painting—panel or 
stretcher bar, canvas—continues to resonate with how it feels to be in a world of 
disembodied images and surfaces that transmit them. The monochrome seemed to 
capture the sensation of discovering surface in painting. The experience of the best 
monochrome painting, where the conventions are laid bare, is an experience of the 
both/and energy of Krauss’ duck/rabbit—it is an experience that doesn’t settle. The 
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dynamic ambivalence of this encounter reminds me of moments of heightened 
sensitivity when I become aware of how something affects me, or is affected by me.  
 
3. Relief Sculpture 
 
I am attracted to relief sculpture in part because it’s relationship to monochrome 
painting, which end up looking a lot like tablets; but also because reliefs also operate in 
the strange place in between painting and sculpture. Distinct from sculpture in the 
round, relief sculpture remains fundamentally pictorial, due to its physical dependence 
on some kind of background or matrix. Despite its projecting out into the viewer’s space, 
it remains dependent on its ground, which connects it both to architecture and to the 
history of painting. While sculpture in the round presents as an object in its own right, 
leading the same kind of independent, self-contained spatial existence as a body; relief 
sculpture exists, literally, at the awkward juncture of the actual (form) and the virtual 
(image), prompting us to see two ways at once. 
My recent work uses inverted forms, resembling the repeatable matrix of a mould, as a 
way to engage the viewer in perceptual shifts. Increasingly, the subject is the space 
around the work, where the viewer is prompted to imagine the production of form, or an 
image, based on what’s given as positive form. Like still life, they emphasize everyday 
scenes and objects of material culture past and present. Like the monochrome, my 
reliefs are about distillation, silence, the desire to say more by showing less, and the 
desire to create a new way of seeing that is multifaceted.  
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Reflecting on relief sculpture as both subject matter and form, my recent work presents 
objects of forward-projection—screens, fragments on display—seen obliquely or felt 
from a place of physical or psychological distance. They are multi-faceted objects that 
are about seeing, touching, and their embedment in two kinds of time: that of the object 
(as time passed, distilled in the making) and that of the viewer (however long their 
attention is held). They work by asking strange yet simple questions that encourage 
slow looking and compel the viewer to think about how things are, right now, in this 
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Works in exhibition 
 
1. 20.2.44: Funerary Tablet, 1 BC- 4 AD, Limestone, 14 15/16” 
+ Volley (with thanks to Edwin Smalling) 
+ Show 2, XO (with thanks to Paola Di Tolla) 
2018 
 
Gypsum-based composite resin, fiberglass, gouache, MDF, and acrylic 
 
1. 20.2.44: Funerary Tablet… is made by forming fiberglass resin over a sculpted clay 
model. The subject is a side-angle view of a funerary tablet on display at the 
Metropolitan Museum, and the details of this work's exhibition; once in the exhibition 
VOLLEY, presently in the exhibition Show 2, XO. 
 
2. Cylinder Seal (Medallion) 
2018 
 
Gypsum-based composite resin, fiberglass mesh, epoxy clay, rubber,  
 
Cylinder Seal (Medallion) shows negative impressions of both sides of a custom 
engraveable medallion, commonly used to mark a Sobriety Date or other significant 
new-life-beginning. 
 
3. Drum head 
2018 
Inkjet print, paper, oil-based modeling clay, plaster, MDF  
 
4. Ellipses (Collaboration with Russell Perkins) 
2018 
cast resin, pigment, newsprint, inkjet print on tinted newsprint, fabricated at the Braviken 









































Ben Browne, May 17-June 2, 2018, Installation View 
 
